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Steel Bands at Noon

UNT 8:00 Steel Band  •  George Warner, director

The Owl Tree  (2009) ......................................................... Matt Ehlers  (b. 1983)

Sea of Stories  (1992) ....................................................... Andy Narell  (b. 1954)

Personnel
Devin Brown, Josh Camacho, James Conner, Gabriel Delcid,
Hannah Dugger, Nicolas Fryar, Tyger Howard, Spencer Pedone,
Viviana Pichardo, Caleb Price, Eli Roth, Jack Spelman, Jack Wilkinson,
Carson Yi

UNT 2:00 Steel Band  •  Justin Matthews, director

Full Extreme  (2017) ........................................................... Emily Lemmerman  (b. 1977)

The Hammer  (1986) ........................................................... David Rudder  (b. 1953)
arr. Justin Matthews  (b. 1995)

Jump High  (2014) ............................................................. Len "Boogsie" Sharpe  (b. 1953)

Personnel
Marcus Alvarado, JT Baker, Jase Ballard, Gracie Bazan, Jonah Brittain,
Megan Campbell, Tim Franklin, Benjamin Garza, Luke Gibson,
Aidan Hatcher, Aidan Henderson, Sam Koch, Logan Myers, Alexis Olvera,
Spencer Pedone, Logan Scott, Kyle Skinner, Zeke Strawn, Denton Sutherlin,
Jacob Thompson, Graham Viegut, Sinclaire Wade, Maddie Wallace
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